THE APPLICATION OF STAD- COOPERATIVE LEARNING IN DEVELOPING INTEGRATED SCIENCE ON STUDENTS WORKSHEET
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Abstract: The application of Integrated teaching materials in teaching and learning science is very important, to support students acquire comprehensive knowledge and skills and make the learning process more memorable. Teachers must be good at choosing methods and packaging the teaching materials well to attract students' learning interests. This study aims to examine the analysis of the development of integrated Science on Student Worksheet using the steps of cooperative methods of Student Teams Achievement Divisions type. The study was conducted using a qualitative approach (Multi-case single-site case study design). The data were collected through analytical documents and analyzed thematically with NVIVO 10 software. The results showed that the steps to develop integrated science on Student Worksheet using cooperative method of Student Teams Achievement Divisions are: (1) In Student Worksheet there must be motivation and apperception; (2) team building; (3) presentations from teachers; (4) learning activities in teams must be heterogeneous; (5) implementation of individual quizzes; (6) awarding. The results of this study are discussed with various results of previous research.
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INTRODUCTION

Science is not only stressed on the mastery of knowledge, i.e., factual, concept, or principles solely, but also is a process of scientifical discovery, science learning is related of how to find out about nature systematically (Kurikulum, 2006). According to (Trianto, 2011) science is built for the scientific product, scientific process, and scientific attitude. Due to achieve science learning purpose is needed various learning material and supporting facility, one of it is the used of Students Worksheet. Students Worksheets is a printed learning material that prepared and used by the teachers to assist students in achieving knowledge, skills, and values. Science learning can involve students and learning process can be active and efficient (Lee, 2014; Sasmaz-Oren, 2012).

Some research gained that in several countries Students Worksheet becomes the booster of the curriculum (Martin, 2012). However, integrated science that discussed in this research is the integration of material by science terminology which exists on Al-Qur’an. The needed for the facility of learning methods also proper learning tools is necessary to deliver integrated science (Rahayu.P, 2012). According (Rimma A. Kutbiddinova, 2016) with methods will connect the interaction between teachers and students, e.g., in cooperative learning methods will occur discussion group, debate, simulation game, business, situation analysis case, project methods, social-psychologist training, moderation and computer simulation. STAD–cooperative type assumed can increase students learning achievement, social relation, grow the
attitude of accepting excess and weakness of self and other, also increasing students self-concepts (R. E. Slavin, 2011).

The selection of this method is based on some research results about the use of STAD-cooperative type which is associated with many academic achievements, social attitudes, interactions and interpersonal relationships. (Bernaus, 2008). Hence, in STAD-cooperative type students feel appreciated when issuing ideas in their minds because the team succeeds in STAD-cooperative type depends on individual succeed from all members of that team (Jacobs, 2006).

Students Worksheet is sheets that consist assignments that students must do (Majid, 2008; Saregar, 2016). The involvement of students on developing and using Students Worksheet assist them along the learning process (Gunes, 2005; Tutak, 2008a, 2008b), then ensure students to learn in the learning environment (Bak-Kibar, 2010a, 2010b). Therefore, the used of Students Worksheet in learning makes students easier in understanding the problem of a learning topic (Bozdogan, 2007). Printed base text formed Student Worksheet needs six elements, they are; consistency, format, organization, appeal, font size, and empty space usage (Arsyad, 2013). Some research get that interested Students Worksheet is a worksheet with cartoon images (Burhan, 2008; Karamustafaoglu, 2005), conceptual images, and evaluation question (Karamustafaoglu, 2005), it is because evaluation question is an essential factor in Students Worksheet (Calderhead, 2006).

The facts, in school, show that the integrated science Students Worksheet is still very minimal elements presented so that students are less interested in using Students Worksheet in the learning process. That the teacher gives a sheet of Students Worksheet to the students only when doing the activity and the Worksheet that is used unfulfill the elements that explained before. The research (Kisiel, 2003b) found that students will not learn if they do not have Students Worksheet. Fry (1987) on his research showed that the teachers agreed Students Worksheet is using as learning facility, able to handle learning difficulty, and increasing learning experience. Some of the experts found that students feel challenging to understand physics material individually, worst teaching methods, unskills students, etc. (Ajaja, 2002; Jegede, 2007; Yusuf, 2010). Hence, on learning the team, not all teamwork cooperatively (Van Wyk, 2010). So, Along the learning process, teachers must select the methods, technique, and learning material correctly so the aims can be achieved (Sugiharto, 2015). Based on that point of view, the researcher select method and technique based on STAD–cooperative type and learning material in the form of Students Worksheet.

Students Worksheet development using STAD–cooperative type assumed can assist the solution of learning problems. Learning process uses this approach can cope the students with a group member so that they can cooperate effectively (Amornsinlapachai, 2012; Anowar Hossain, 2013; Kasíková, 2007; Macarena Navarro-Pablo, 2015). This is also able to increase students understanding because they work in achieving the aims together, i.e., social skill, to achieve and master the concept and the teaching material that students designed (Sugiharto, 2015). In addition, problems solving on physics material is easier to be done on the team rather than individual learning (Jonassen, 2001). The experts report that STAD–cooperative type is more effective than individual strategic learning, discussion methods, and conventional instruction class (Keramati, 2010; Taiwo, 2008), it is because cooperative learning can assist students to improve verbal communication, and their social skills.
METHOD
This research is done with using qualitative approach (Multi-case single-site case study design). The data collected through analysis document (Darlington, 2002). The document used as the data source and as proving, analyzing, and interpreting the case (Moleong, 2007). Furthermore (Moleong, 2007) gives the reasons of why document analyses are important in qualitative research; (1) is a constant source, well and supporting, (2) as evident in testing, (3) natural, contextual, overt and in the context, (4) cheap and not hard to find, it only takes time, (5) opens the opportunity to broaden knowledge of the issues under study. All data obtained through the document are analyzed by thematic help with software NVIVO 10. Below on diagram 1 showed diagram plot on resulting the proper stages that can be applied to Integrated Science on Students Worksheet.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The research findings show that the developing stages of Integrated Science on Students Worksheet using STAD–cooperative type method based on document analysis (Isiaka Amosa Gambari, 2015; Mohamad Nur, 2005; R. Slavin, K & Oickle, 1981; R. E. Slavin, 1978, 1983, 1988; R. E. Slavin, 1990; R. E. Slavin, 1991; R. E. Slavin, 1995, 2005, 2008; Sugiyanto, 2007; Monchai Tiantong & Sanit Teemuangsai, 2013) that Students Worksheet must consist; First, motivation and apperception giving; teacher delivers the aims of study also giving motivation to the students in achieving learning competency and aim. The decision of motivation and apperception in Integrated Science on Students Worksheet, the research looks on the syllabus as writing guidance. Second, team building; it is very important in STAD–cooperative type. Third, teachers’ presentation; in this case, the researcher analyzes syllabus and see the indicators that the students will achieve. Fourth, learning activity in the team must be heterogeneous. Fifth, implementation of the individual quiz; the researcher analyze based on syllabus and learning achieve indicators. Sixth, reward giving; the stages in rewarding on the team are. (a) Deciding basic score (initial) of each student; (b) Deciding test or quiz score that was done after the students work in a group, i.e., first quiz score, second quiz score, the average first quiz score the average second quiz score. (c) Deciding increasing learning result score which decided according to the difference of quiz score and a basic score of each student by using conversion of students achievement towards the contribution of their team.
The proper learning material and Students Worksheet is a set that gives information learning experience, developed with good character and (Tomlinson, 2012). He also implies that Students Worksheet is an informative set (informing the learning aims), there is a learning method (face to face learning and practice), formulate experience, motivation, and exploration. However, this point of view is in line with the research result that the developing of Integrated Science on Students Worksheet have different characteristics and designed suit to the good Students Worksheet writing guidance. Developing characteristics of integrated science on Students Worksheet is on Students Worksheet implied on written stages STAD–cooperative type. The researcher agrees with the perspective (Tomlinson, 2012) that the first developing stages of Integrated Science on Students Worksheet is motivation and apperception giving.

Research findings (Fajola, 2000) and (Ghaith, 2003) find that cognitive, affective and psychomotorics skill achievement of male students is better than female students. It showed that there is a correlation between gender, ethnicity or race and academic achievement in science learning. The result of developing integrated Science on Student Worksheet using STAD–cooperative type one of the stages is forming learning team. Learning team in STAD–cooperative type is heterogeneous, which is based on gender, achievement level, ethnicity or race, and other students characteristics (R. E. Slavin, 2011). Each team consists of 4 or 5 students, then take the individual quiz, and calculate the team improvement in order to see how far the understanding level of students.

Later, developing stages of integrated Science on Students Worksheet STAD-cooperative type is learning activity inside learning team (heterogeneous group). The teachers do team forming, and students are not allowed to form their own group (R. E. Slavin, 1988). He also admits that grouping must be balanced (R. E. Slavin, 1988). Yu on his research found that subject in team STAD–cooperative type has a higher score on posttest and questionnaire (Yu, 1998). Strengthen by Noornia, that learning team STAD–cooperative type brings a positive effect to students learning activity, giving improve students comprehension, giving special knowledge towards smart students team and less smart students team, boost every team to have sympathy to the others (Noornia, 1997). Besides, on STAD students not only do team task but also learn to be a team (M. Nur, 2008). So, the researcher concludes that by developing integrated Science on Students Worksheet with STAD–cooperative type, will be very helpful for students. Each student as a team member is able to learn to position themselves, cooperate, socialize, respect other teams’ idea, and able to learn to apply STAD–cooperative type value characteristics on the team to achieve learning aims.

Some researchers offer to apply STAD-cooperative type as the main method that applied on class (Johnson, 1975; Sharan, 1979; R. E. Slavin). (Featherstone, 1986) On his research gained that cooperative learning able to help students, because on the team all students able to improve their understanding by explaining their ideas to others. Then, the task on the cooperative team is not only to fill the Students Worksheet but also to understand material learning concepts (R. Slavin, K, 2010; R. E. Slavin, 2011). He also finds that students on cooperative learning are more able to socialize not isolated, interesting, not dull (R. E. Slavin, 2011). These findings allow the researcher to use the cooperative method, so the learning will not be dull and students able to improve their social sense of learning team.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

According to the analysis that has been done towards several documents (journal) the researcher concludes in order to create
a comprehensive and interesting learning environment, the teacher must be creative and skillful in taking action from various problems faced by students.

Moreover, the teacher must be good in choosing learning methods as the experts ever used previously. If teachers already able to apply it, thus, the learning process will be meaningful and interested for students.
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